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About This Content

Hard Terrain DLC includes:

 A whole new world with rains, muddy terrains, slimy fields for off-road fun

 Real-time ponds growing during rain

 Towbar for tractor pulling

 Building repair and rebuilding functionality, using predefined materials (barn as a prototype to repair/rebuild)

 Ladders to climb up the barn

 Motorsense to cut out grass and bushes

 Number of bugfixes and updates
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She auto moves right and you place utilities to make her avoid obstacles.

The gameplay of this game is bearly existent. it is a painfully slow simple game made around what would normally be a
half♥♥♥♥♥♥♥mini game.

The art and animation would be it's saving grace, but with such limited content in the game there isnt a lot to see.

Do not buy this game without checking out the a lets play on youtube, you just need to see one level played because they are
pretty much all the same. Very cute, although shorter than I wished. Needs to be continued.. A smooth playing adventure game
with a scarry atmosphere filled with a low level of suspense in a period enviroment.
Controls to move from scene to scene can be choppy, and the standard definition graphics contrast somewhat sharply to modern
games.. Very smooth and fun gameplay, cool mechanics, developers made sure you can easily play without controllers (by
creating the Polycrushers App).
Played this game at the Game City convention... Many times.. Woodle Tree Adventures is about a tree boy. He was born to
snatch and run, stuffing as many berries as he can in is pack. Why must he take all of the worlds food supply? The poor
travelers feel tree boy's wrath, hit in the face by a small leaf. Cat man, ice cream dude, and many others suffer the boy's
beatings. The tree boy's goal is to collect fairy tears to heal the old man tree. The inncoent tree boy has been manipulated into
doing the bad old man tree's work. Why must tree boy make the sweet fairies cry? What has this world come to?
I r8 this 8\/8. It's similar to Poly Bridge only that you are on the mountains and building ski lifts, I recommend it. Such a fun
game that has got the entire family around the Virtual board game table. I can has more Drawful & Jackbox.
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Avoid at all costs. One of the worst FPS experiences I have ever had!

I really hope Kaos Studios does not rip everyone off again with the sequel to this game, Homefront. This is a wondeful action
adventure game, just enough puzzling to keep your brain ticking over, and the storyline and voice acting are pretty nice for an
indie title!

The game uses depth and varying levels successfully when trying to get past obstacles using your new shiny Gravy Glove™. It's
not that difficult to get used to using the mechanic which in itself is an achievement as 3D puzzling can often feel
uncomfortable and clunky.

If you're still unsure whether to get the game or not, please check out my initial video on YouTube:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UKnyAVbXeXo. i beat the game..whoops wrong button. This game is very hard, but can be
very rewarding and enjoyable once you get a handle on things. Once you get used to how Chaos Engine does stage layout - with
lots of walls and stairs appearing or vanishing to create new paths - and get a better handle on positioning, distance and pacing,
the game becomes a lot more manageable. But expect your first couple of runs to end in misery - it happens to everybody.

They made some changes to the game with this port but for the most part they are minimalistic and geared mainly towards
making the game look and play better. The new save system let's you enjoy the game without having to punch in long passwords
for one, but it won't help you cheat like an emulator would.

Picking the Navvie (one of the six playable characters) makes things a little easier for beginners. His initial stats and powerful
weapon makes him a very sturdy character, and his special is a no-nonsense smart-bomb. The other characters are more
technical and require a little more knowledge of how the game works to use properly.

Playing online with a friend is an absolute blast, but the netcode is so-so.
. Slow and boring, the complete opposite of a Unreal game. A waste of money (Final score: 2.5/10)
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